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The SL.2 ; C/ Casson invariant for Dehn surgeries
on two-bridge knots

HANS U BODEN

CYNTHIA L CURTIS

We investigate the behavior of the SL.2;C/ Casson invariant for 3–manifolds ob-
tained by Dehn surgery along two-bridge knots. Using the results of Hatcher and
Thurston, and also results of Ohtsuki, we outline how to compute the Culler–Shalen
seminorms, and we illustrate this approach by providing explicit computations for
double twist knots. We then apply the surgery formula of Curtis [18] to deduce the
SL.2;C/ Casson invariant for the 3–manifolds obtained by .p=q/–Dehn surgery
on such knots. These results are applied to prove nontriviality of the SL.2;C/
Casson invariant for nearly all 3–manifolds obtained by nontrivial Dehn surgery
on a hyperbolic two-bridge knot. We relate the formulas derived to degrees of A–
polynomials and use this information to identify factors of higher multiplicity in
the yA–polynomial, which is the A–polynomial with multiplicities as defined by
Boyer–Zhang.

57M27; 57M25, 57M05

Introduction

The goal of this paper is to provide computations of the SL.2;C/ Casson invariant
for 3–manifolds obtained by Dehn surgery on a two-bridge knot. Our approach is to
apply the Dehn surgery formula of Curtis [18; 19], and this involves computing the
Culler–Shalen seminorms. In general, the surgery formula applies to Dehn surgeries
on small knots K in homology spheres †, and a well-known result of Hatcher and
Thurston [20] shows that all two-bridge knots are small. The Culler–Shalen seminorm
plays a key role in the surgery formula, and we use the results of Ohtsuki [25] to
provide the required computations.

As an application, using the classification of exceptional Dehn surgeries on two-bridge
knots from Brittenham and Wu [9], we prove that nearly all 3–manifolds given by a
nontrivial .p=q/–Dehn surgery on a hyperbolic two-bridge knot K have nontrivial
SL.2;C/ Casson invariant. In our previous work [3, Theorem 2.2], we showed that
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for any two-bridge knot or torus knot K , the homology 3–sphere obtained by .1=q/–
Dehn surgery on K has nonzero SL.2;C/ Casson invariant whenever q ¤ 0, and
Theorem 2.9 gives a new proof extending this result to nearly all p=q surgeries.

Our second application is to A–polynomials. The A–polynomial as originally defined
by Cooper, Culler, Gillet, Long and Shalen in [12] has no repeated factors, but in [8],
Boyer and Zhang give an alternative approach by using the degree of the restriction
map to assign multiplicities to each one-dimensional component in the character
variety. For a given knot, we denote the original A–polynomial by AK .M;L/ and
the Boyer–Zhang polynomial by yAK .M;L/; see Section 3. If K is a small knot,
then yAK .M;L/ and AK .M;L/ have the same irreducible factors, only yAK .M;L/

may include factors of higher multiplicity. We exploit the close relationship between
the SL.2;C/ Casson invariant, Culler–Shalen seminorms and the yA–polynomial to
determine closed formulas for the L–degrees of yAK .M;L/ for all two-bridge knots and
for the M –degrees of yAK .M;L/ for double twist knots. Our techniques also enable
computations of the M –degree of yAK .M;L/ for other two-bridge knots on a case-by-
case basis. By comparing our results to known calculations of the A–polynomial, we
are able to identify knots for which AK .M;L/¤ yAK .M;L/. In some cases, we are
also able to determine the multiplicities of the factors of yAK .M;L/, and we illustrate
this for the examples of the knots 74 and 811 .

We briefly outline the contents of this paper. We begin with an introduction of the
notation for the SL.2;C/ character varieties, the definition of the SL.2;C/ Casson
invariant, Culler–Shalen seminorms and the surgery formula for the SL.2;C/ Casson
invariant. We then present the two-bridge knots and establish a regularity result for
all slopes. We also determine the multiplicities of the curves in the character variety;
in fact we show they all equal one. Following [25], we explain how to calculate
the Culler–Shalen seminorms, and we provide explicit calculations for the family of
examples given by the double twist knots K D J.`;m/; see Figure 2. We use this to
compute the SL.2;C/ Casson invariant for 3–manifolds obtained by Dehn surgery
on K . We prove a nontriviality result for the 3–manifold invariant for most Dehn
surgeries on hyperbolic two-bridge knots. In the final section we introduce the A–
polynomial and yA–polynomial, apply our results to make some general comments
about the L– and M –degrees of these polynomials for two-bridge knots and we show
that the corresponding SL.2;C/ knot invariant is nontrivial for all small knots. In the
appendix, we list the information on boundary slopes needed to calculate the SL.2;C/
Casson invariant for surgeries on 2–bridge knots with up to 8 crossings, and we also
list there the L– and M –degrees of AK .M;L/ and yAK .M;L/.
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1 Preliminaries

Given a finitely generated group � , we set R.�/ to be the space of representations
%W � �! SL.2;C/ and R�.�/ the subspace of irreducible representations. Recall from
Culler and Shalen [16] that R.�/ has the structure of a complex affine algebraic set
(see also Shalen [28]). The character of a representation % is the function �%W � �!C
defined by setting �%.g/ D tr.%.g// for  2 � . The set of characters of SL.2;C/
representations is denoted X.�/ and also admits the structure of a complex affine alge-
braic set. Let X �.�/ denote the subspace of characters of irreducible representations.
Define t W R.�/ �!X.�/ by % 7! �% , and note that t is surjective. Given a manifold
†, we denote by R.†/ the variety of SL.2;C/ representations of �1† and by X.†/

the associated character variety.

We briefly recall the definition of the SL.2;C/ Casson invariant. Suppose now † is
a closed, orientable 3–manifold with a Heegaard splitting .W1;W2;F /. Here, F is
a closed orientable surface embedded in †, and W1 and W2 are handlebodies with
boundaries @W1DF D @W2 such that †DW1[F W2 . The inclusion maps F ,!Wi

and Wi ,! † induce surjections of fundamental groups. On the level of character
varieties, this identifies X.†/ as the intersection

X.†/DX.W1/\X.W2/�X.F /:

There are natural orientations on all the character varieties determined by their complex
structures. The invariant �SL.2;C/.†/ is defined as an oriented intersection number
of X �.W1/ and X �.W2/ in X �.F / which counts only compact, zero-dimensional
components of the intersection. Specifically, there exist a compact neighborhood U of
the zero-dimensional components of X �.W1/\X �.W2/ which is disjoint from the
higher dimensional components of the intersection and an isotopy hW X �.F /!X �.F /

supported in U such that h.X �.W1// and X �.W2/ intersect transversely in U . Given
a zero-dimensional component f�g of h.X �.W1//\X �.W2/, we set "� D˙1, de-
pending on whether the orientation of h.X �.W1// followed by that of X �.W2/ agrees
with or disagrees with the orientation of X �.F / at �.

Definition 1.1 Let �SL.2;C/.†/D
P
� "� , where the sum is over all zero-dimensional

components of the intersection h.X �.W1//\X �.W2/.

In [18], a surgery formula was established for �SL.2;C/.†/ for Dehn surgeries on small
knots in integral homology 3–spheres. This result is of central importance in this paper,
so we introduce the background material on Culler–Shalen seminorms and recall the
statement of the theorem.
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Now suppose M is a compact, irreducible, orientable 3–manifold with boundary a torus.
An incompressible surface in M is a properly embedded surface .F; @F / ,! .M; @M /

such that �1F �! �1M is injective and no component of F is a 2–sphere bounding
a 3–ball. A surface F in M is called essential if it is incompressible and has no
boundary parallel components. The manifold M is called small if it does not contain a
closed essential surface, and a knot K in † is called small if its complement †X�.K/
is a small manifold, where �.K/ is a tubular neighborhood of K .

If  is a simple closed curve in @M , the Dehn filling of M along  will be denoted
by M. /; it is the closed 3–manifold obtained by identifying a solid torus with M

along their boundaries so that  bounds a disk. Note that the homeomorphism type
of M. / depends only on the slope of  – that is, the unoriented isotopy class of  .
Primitive elements in H1.@M IZ/ determine slopes under a two-to-one correspondence.

If F is an essential surface in M with nonempty boundary, then all of its boundary
components are parallel and the slope of one (hence all) of these curves is called the
boundary slope of F . A slope is called a strict boundary slope if it is the boundary
slope of an essential surface that is not the fiber of any fibration of M over S1 .

For each  2�1M , there is a regular map I W X.M /�!C defined by I .�/D�. /.
Let eW H1.@M IZ/�!�1.@M / be the inverse of the Hurewicz isomorphism. Identify-
ing e.�/ 2 �1.@M / with its image in �1M under the natural map �1.@M /�! �1M ,
we obtain a well-defined function Ie.�/ on X.M / for each � 2 H1.@M IZ/. Let
f� W X.M /�!C be the regular function defined by f� D Ie.�/�2 for � 2H1.@M IZ/.

Let r W X.M / �! X.@M / be the restriction map induced by �1.@M / �! �1M .
Suppose Xi is an algebraic component of X.M / with dim Xi D 1 such that r.Xi/

is also one-dimensional. Let fi;� W Xi �!C denote the regular function obtained by
restricting f� to Xi for each i .

Let zXi denote the smooth, projective curve birationally equivalent to Xi . Regular
functions on Xi extend to rational functions on zXi . We abuse notation and denote the
extension of fi;� to zXi also by fi;� W

zXi �!C[f1g DCP1 .

If M is hyperbolic, then we have the existence of a discrete faithful irreducible
representation %0W �1.M /! SL.2;C/ [16, Proposition 3.1.1] and Culler and Shalen
show the algebraic component X0 of X.M / containing the character �%0

is one-
dimensional [17, Proposition 2]. In [15, Section 1.4], Culler, Gordon, Luecke and
Shalen construct a norm k � k0 on the real vector space H1.@M IR/ called the Culler–
Shalen norm associated to X0 . The same construction works for other dimension one
components Xi of X.M /, and in general, one obtains a seminorm k�ki on H1.@M IR/
called the Culler–Shalen seminorm associated to Xi .
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Definition 1.2 For Xi a one-dimensional component of X.M / containing an irre-
ducible character and whose restriction r.Xi/ is also one-dimensional, define the
seminorm k � ki on H1.@M IR/ by

k�ki D deg.fi;�/;

for all � in the lattice H1.@M IZ/. We call a one-dimensional algebraic component Xi

of X.M / a norm curve if k � ki defines a norm on H1.@M IR/.

The SL.2;C/ Casson invariant of a manifold obtained by Dehn filling is closely related
to this seminorm; however we must impose certain restrictions on the slope of the Dehn
filling.

Definition 1.3 The slope of a simple closed curve  in @M is called irregular if there
exists an irreducible representation %W �1M �! SL.2;C/ such that

(i) the character �% of % lies on a one-dimensional component Xi of X.M / such
that r.Xi/ is one-dimensional;

(ii) tr %.˛/D˙2 for all ˛ in the image of i�W �1.@M / �! �1.M /;

(iii) ker.% ı i�/ is the cyclic group generated by Œ � 2 �1.@M /.

A slope is called regular if it is not irregular.

With these definitions, we are almost ready to state the Dehn surgery formula. But first
we recall some useful notation for Dehn fillings of knot complements. For any choice
of basis .u; v/ for H1.@M IZ/, there is a bijective correspondence between unoriented
isotopy classes of simple closed curves in @M and elements in Q[ f1g given by
 7! p=q , where  D puC qv . If M is the complement of a knot K in an integral
homology 3–sphere †, then the meridian M and preferred longitude L of the knot K

provide a basis for H1.@M IZ/. Consider the 3–manifold M. / resulting from Dehn
filling along the curve  D pMC qL. In this case, we call p=q the slope of  and
denote by Mp=q DM. / the 3–manifold obtained by .p=q/–Dehn surgery along the
knot K .

Definition 1.4 A slope p=q is called admissible for K if

(i) p=q is a regular slope which is not a strict boundary slope;

(ii) No p0–th root of unity is a root of the Alexander polynomial of K , where p0Dp

if p is odd and p0 D p=2 if p is even.

The next result is a restatement of [18, Theorem 4.8], as corrected in [19].
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Theorem 1.5 Suppose K is a small knot in an integral homology 3–sphere † with
complement M . Let fXig be the collection of all one-dimensional components of the
character variety X.M / such that r.Xi/ is one-dimensional and such that Xi\X �.M /

is nonempty. Define � W Z �! f0; 1g by �.p/D 0 if p is even and �.p/D 1 if p is
odd.

Then there exist integral weights mi > 0 depending only on Xi and nonnegative
numbers E0;E1 2

1
2
Z depending only on K such that for every admissible slope p=q ,

we have

�SL.2;C/.Mp=q/D
1

2

X
i

mikpMC qLki �E�.p/:

We define the total Culler–Shalen seminorm kp=qkT D
P

i mikpMCqLki . We note
that this is half the norm defined by Culler, Gordon, Luecke and Shalen in [15] and
extended to the seminorm case by Boyer and Zhang [7; 8]. It is twice the norm defined
by Boden and Curtis [2].

We briefly recall some useful properties of the SL.2;C/ Casson invariant and we refer
to [18; 2] for further details.

On closed 3–manifolds †, the invariant �SL.2;C/.†/ � 0 is nonnegative, satisfies
�SL.2;C/.�†/D�SL.2;C/.†/ under orientation reversal, and is additive under connected
sum of Z2 –homology 3–spheres (cf [2, Theorem 3.1]). If † is hyperbolic, then
�.†/ > 0 by [18, Proposition 3.2].

If K is a small knot in an integral homology 3–sphere †, then Theorem 1.5 implies
that the difference �SL.2;C/.Mp=.qC1//��SL.2;C/.Mp=q/ is independent of p and q

provided q is chosen sufficiently large. This allows one to define an invariant of small
knots K in homology 3–spheres by

(1) �0SL.2;C/.K/D �SL.2;C/.Mp=.qC1//��SL.2;C/.Mp=q/;

for q sufficiently large.

2 Two-bridge knots

For the remainder of this paper, K D K.˛; ˇ/ will denote a two-bridge knot in S3

with complement M D S3X�.K/. Character varieties of two-bridge knots have been
studied by many others, cf Riley [27] and Macasieb, Petersen and van Luijk [22]. Recall
from Burde and Zieschang [10, Chapter 12] that given relatively prime integers ˛; ˇ
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with ˛ > 1 odd, we can associate a knot with two bridges, denoted K.˛; ˇ/, whose
associated knot group G.˛; ˇ/D �1.S

3X�.K// admits the presentation

(2) G.˛; ˇ/D hx;y j xw D wyi;

where w D y"1x"2 � � �y"˛�2x"˛�1 for "i D .�1/biˇ=˛c . Two such knots K.˛; ˇ/ and
K.˛0; ˇ0/ are equivalent if and only if ˛0 D ˛ and ˇ0 D ˇ˙1 mod ˛ . Thus we can
choose ˇ so that 0< ˇ < ˛ .

In this section, we will outline how to apply Theorem 1.5 to compute the SL.2;C/
Casson invariant for 3–manifolds obtained by .p=q/–Dehn surgery on such a knot.
Recall that by the results of Hatcher and Thurston [20], it follows that all two-bridge
knots are small. Further, we know that the SL.2;C/ Casson invariant does not change
under orientation reversal (cf [2, Theorem 1.2]), and since the manifolds obtained by
.p=q/–Dehn surgery on a knot K are, up to change of orientation, the same as those
obtained by .�p=q/–Dehn surgery on its mirror image xK , for our purposes, we can
choose to work with K or xK . Note further that the mirror image of the two-bridge
knot K DK.˛; ˇ/ is just xK DK.˛;�ˇ/DK.˛; ˛�ˇ/ (cf [10, page 185]).

2.1 Regularity of surgery slopes

In this section, we show that every slope p=q on a two-bridge knot is regular. This
amounts to showing that any irreducible SL.2;C/ representation % of a two-bridge
knot group with �%.M/D˙2 and �%.L/D˙2 has %.L/q ¤ %.M/p .

Proposition 2.1 If K is a 2–bridge knot, then every slope p=q is regular.

Proof Choosing ˇ odd with �˛ < ˇ < ˛ and writing the knot group G.˛; ˇ/ as
in (2), we note that "˛�i D "i for i D 1; : : : ; ˛� 1, hence the integer

n WD �

˛�1X
iD1

"i D�2

.˛�1/=2X
iD1

"i

is even.

Let w� be the word in x;y obtained by reversing w , specifically

w� D x"1y"2 � � �x"˛�2y"˛�1 :

Then the meridian and longitude are MD x and LD x2nww� .
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As in [12, Section 7] and Riley [27, Section 1], up to conjugation, we can assume that
any irreducible representation %W G.˛; ˇ/ �! SL.2;C/ sends

%.x/D

�
� 1

0 ��1

�
; %.y/D

�
� 0

t ��1

�
;

where t is chosen so that %.xw/D %.wy/.

Suppose p=q is an irregular slope, where p; q are taken to be relatively prime. Then
there exists an irreducible representation % of the knot complement satisfying the condi-
tions of Definition 1.3, so in particular �%.M/D˙2; �%.L/D˙2, and %.MpLq/DI .
We will show that this leads to a contradiction.

Since �%.M/ D ˙2, we know that � D ��1 D ˙1. Each of the four possible
terms %.y"1x"2/ for "i D˙1 has entries that are ˙1 in the first row and monic linear
polynomials (up to sign) in the second row. A simple inductive proof then shows that

%.w/D

�
a.t/ b.t/

c.t/ d.t/

�
;

where a.t/; b.t/; c.t/; d.t/ are monic polynomials in t (up to sign) with degrees
deg aD deg b D .˛� 3/=2 and deg c D deg d D .˛� 1/=2. Then

%.xw/D

�
˙1 1

0 ˙1

� �
a b

c d

�
D

�
˙aC c ˙bC d

˙c ˙d

�
;

%.wy/D

�
a b

c d

� �
˙1 0

t ˙1

�
D

�
˙aC tb ˙b

˙cC td ˙d

�
:

Note that %.xw/D %.wy/ implies that d D 0 and c D tb , thus

%.w/D

�
a b

tb 0

�
:

Note d.t/D0 shows t is an algebraic integer. Further, tb2D�1 since %.w/2SL.2;C/.

Forming the product for the reversed word w� gives exactly the same matrix as one
gets by flipping the matrix %.w/ along the antidiagonal, thus

%.w�/D

�
0 b

tb a

�
:

Hence

%.ww�/D

�
a b

tb 0

� �
0 b

tb a

�
D

�
tb2 2ab

0 tb2

�
D

�
�1 2ab

0 �1

�
;
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since tb2 D�1. Furthermore,

%.x2nww�/D

�
˙1 1

0 ˙1

�2n �
�1 2ab

0 �1

�
D

�
�1 2ab� 2n

0 �1

�
:

In summary, we have

%.M/D

�
˙1 1

0 ˙1

�
; %.L/D

�
�1 2ab� 2n

0 �1

�
:

If �.M/D 2, then

%.MpLq/D

�
1 1

0 1

�p �
�1 2ab� 2n

0 �1

�q

D .�1/q
�
1 p� q.2ab� 2n/

0 1

�
:

Now p and q are assumed to be relatively prime, but for this matrix to equal the
identity, we must have q even and pD q.2ab�2n/. Reducing this equation modulo 2
and noting that aD a.t/; b D b.t/ are polynomials over Z in an algebraic integer, we
conclude that p must also be even, which is a contradiction.

If �.M/D�2, then

%.MpLq/D

�
�1 1

0 �1

�p �
�1 2abC 2n

0 �1

�q

D .�1/pCq

�
1 �p� q.2abC 2n/

0 1

�
:

For this matrix to equal the identity, we must have pCq even and pD�q.2abC2n/.
Again, reducing modulo 2, this shows that p is even, which gives the desired contra-
diction.

2.2 Weights and algebraic multiplicities

In this section we will show that the weights mi appearing in Theorem 1.5 for surgeries
on a two-bridge knot are all equal to 1. This is achieved by identifying mi with the
algebraic multiplicity ei of the associated curve in the character variety X.M / of the
two-bridge knot complement.
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In what follows, we will make use of continued fraction expansions for ˇ=˛ , which
are expressions of the form nD Œn1; n2; : : : ; nk �, where ni 2 Z and satisfy:

ˇ

˛
D

1

n1C
1

n2C

: : :

C
1

nk

Note that, by replacing Œn1; n2; : : : ; nk � with Œn1; n2; : : : ; nk ˙ 1;�1�, we can always
arrange k to be odd. If K.˛; ˇ/ is a two-bridge knot with continued fraction expansion
Œn1; n2; : : : ; nk �, then K can be drawn as the 4-plat closure of the braid �n1

2
�
�n2

1
� � � �

nk

2

as shown in Figure 1.

Following Riley [27] and Le [30], we explain how to view the character variety of
a two-bridge knot group as a plane curve. If � is a group generated by the two
elements x and y , then the Cayley–Hamilton theorem shows that every representation
%W �! SL.2;C/ is determined up to conjugation by the three traces tr %.x/; tr %.y/
and tr %.xy/. In the case of a two-bridge knot group G.˛; ˇ/, the presentation (2)
implies that x and y are conjugate, and using the coordinates t1 D tr %.x/D tr %.y/
and t2 D tr %.xy/, we can view the character variety as a plane algebraic curve in C2 .
Any plane curve is defined by a single polynomial ˆ.t1; t2/, which can be written in
factored form as ˆD

Q
i ˆ

ei

i , where ˆi are the irreducible components and ei 2Z>0

are their algebraic multiplicities.

Proposition 2.2 If K is a two-bridge knot with complement M D S3X�.K/, then
each of the weights mi in the surgery formula of Theorem 1.5 is equal to the algebraic
multiplicity ei of the associated curve Xi of X.M /. In particular, we have mi D 1.

Proof Suppose K D K.˛; ˇ/ and let Mp=q be the result of .p=q/–Dehn surgery
along K . Using an unknotting tunnel T , we will construct a genus two Heegaard
splitting of M and Mp=q , which we use to identify the weight mi with the algebraic
multiplicity ei for each curve Xi of X.M /.

Choose a continued fraction expansion Œn1; n2; : : : ; nk � for ˇ=˛ with k is odd, and
draw K as the 4-plat knot as shown in Figure 1. The arc T connecting the bottom
two lobes of K is an unknotting tunnel for K , and attaching T to K determines a
genus two Heegaard splitting .W1;W2/ for S3 with W1 a regular neighborhood of
K[T (cf Figure 1). Let F DW1\W2 denote the splitting surface, which has genus
g.F /D 2, and suppose u is a closed curve in F giving a meridian around T as shown.
Let vp=q be a curve representing MpLq , chosen to avoid the attaching disk for the
tunnel T .

Algebraic & Geometric Topology, Volume 12 (2012)
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y x

z

T
u

Figure 1: The two-bridge knot 62 D K.11; 4/ with continued fractions
Œ2; 1; 3� and its associated unknotting tunnel T

If W 0
1
DW1X�.K/ denotes the result of removing a small tubular neighborhood of K

from W1 , then W 0
1

and W2 form the knot complement M . Similarly, if Wp=q is the
result of attaching a disk to W 0

1
along the curve �p=q , then .Wp=q;W2/ is a Heegaard

splitting for the closed 3–manifold Mp=q .

We have the following descriptions of character varieties:

X.W 01/D f�% 2X.F / j �.u/D Ig;

X.Wp=q/D f�% 2X.F / j %.vp=q/D I and %.u/D Ig:

The Casson invariant �SL.2;C/.Mp=q/ is by definition the intersection number of the
zero-dimensional part of the intersection of X �.Wp=q/ and X �.W2/.

Suppose now that Xi is a curve in X.M /. In order to compute the weight mi associated
to Xi , we must view Xi as a curve in the intersection of X.W 0

1
/ and X �.W2/. This is

the first step in computing the intersection of X �.Wp=q/ and X �.W2/. As explained
in the proof of Proposition 4.3 of [18], the weight mi given in Theorem 1.5 is the
intersection multiplicity of Xi as a curve in the intersection X �.W 0

1
/ �X �.W2/ in the

character variety of the splitting surface.

Let x and y be the two meridians of the knot shown, and choose curves s and t

bounding disks in W2 such that x;y; s and t form a symplectic basis for H1.F /.
Thus X.W2/D f�% 2 X.F / j %.s/D I D %.t/g, and it follows that X.W2/ � X.F /

is homeomorphic to the character variety of the free group on two generators x and y .
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Consider the presentation of the knot group �1M D G.˛; ˇ/ D hx;y j xw D wyi

from (2), where w D y"1x"2 � � �y"˛�2x"˛�1 for "i D .�1/biˇ=˛c . Notice that the
generators G.˛; ˇ/ coincide with the generators of the free group �1.W2/. The
element z shown in Figure 1 is given by wyw�1 , and it follows that u represents the
element xz�1Dxwy�1w�1 , which is precisely the relation in the knot group G.˛; ˇ/.
Thus the defining equations for the curve Xi in the intersection X.W 0

1
/ �X �.W2/ are

precisely the defining equations of the curve Xi in X.M /. It follows that mi D ei ,
and this proves the first statement of the proposition.

To make the second conclusion, notice that [30, Proposition 3.4.1] implies that the
algebraic multiplicities all satisfy ei D 1. Clearly, this implies mi D 1 and completes
the proof of the proposition.

2.3 Culler–Shalen seminorm

In this section we review Ohtsuki’s computation of the Culler–Shalen seminorm k � k
for the complements M D S3X�.K/ of two-bridge knots (cf [25]).

A key ingredient in Ohtsuki’s computations are the results of Hatcher and Thurston [20]
determining the boundary slopes for all two-bridge knots. They showed that two-bridge
knots have integral boundary slopes, and they established a one-to-one correspondence
between nonclosed, incompressible, @–incompressible surfaces in the knot complement
and continued fraction expansions Œn1; n2; : : : ; nk � for ˇ=˛ and for .ˇ�˛/=˛ such that
jni j�2 for all iD1; : : : ; k . Given a continued fraction expansion nD Œn1; n2; : : : ; nk �,
we set nC to be the number of entries in Œn1; n2; : : : ; nk � whose signs agree with the
alternating pattern ŒC;�; : : : ; .�1/k�2; .�1/k�1�, and we set n� to be the number
of entries with the opposite sign. We also denote by nC

0
and n�

0
the corresponding

numbers for the Seifert expansion of ˇ=˛ , which is the unique continued fraction
expansion with only even entries. Then by of [20, Proposition 2], the boundary
slope of the incompressible surface associated to the continued fraction expansion
nD Œn1; n2; : : : ; nk � is given by

(3) Nn D 2Œ.nC� n�/� .nC
0
� n�0 /�:

The Culler–Shalen seminorm of a slope p=q is a weighted sum of the intersections
of p=q with the boundary slopes of K . In Proposition 5.2 of this paper, Ohtsuki finds
these weights for a function called ˆ.p; q/, with one minor error. In this proposition he
shows that the coefficient of the intersection jp�Nnqj for ˆ.p; q/ is 1=2

Q
j .jnj j�1/.

However in Section 4 he shows that the coefficient of jpj in his formula should rather
be 1=2

Q
j .jnj j � 1/� 1=2, since the continued fraction expansion of ˇ=˛ for which

all terms are even corresponds to the 1=0–boundary slope. The following result is
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essentially [25, Proposition 5.2], after making this small correction to the statement
(cf Mattman’s thesis [23, page 18]).

Proposition 2.3 (Ohtsuki)

ˆ.p; q/D
1

2

�
�jpjC

X
nDŒn1;:::;nk �

jp�Nnqj

kY
jD1

�
jnj j � 1

��
:

Ohtsuki’s calculation adds the order of the poles of the functions fi;˛ over ideal points
on each curve of the character variety. Therefore the total Culler–Shalen seminorm
equals kp=qkT Dˆ.p; q/.

2.4 The correction terms

In this subsection, we compute the correction terms that appear in the surgery for-
mula (see Theorem 1.5). These terms compensate for characters �% of irreducible
representations % 2R�.M / which satisfy

%.MpLq/D

�
1 1

0 1

�
:

Such representations satisfy tr %.MpLq/D2, but they do not extend over .p=q/–Dehn
surgery on K . The correction terms depend only on the parity of p and are denoted E0

and E1 . Specifically, by the proof of Theorem 4.8 of [18], E0 is the sum of the weights
of characters in X.M / for which �.M/D˙2, �.L/D˙2, and �.MpLq/D 2 but
for which there is no corresponding representation % of X.†p=q.K//, where p is
even, and E1 is defined similarly in the case where p is odd.

Proposition 2.4 Given the two-bridge knot K.˛; ˇ/, we have E0D0, E1D .˛�1/=4.

Proof By the proof of Proposition 2.1, any irreducible SL.2;C/ representation % of the
knot group with �%.M/D˙2 satisfies �%.L/D�2. It follows that �%.MpLq/D�2

if p is even, so E0 D 0.

If p is odd, we may compute E1 by considering the result of 1=0–surgery on K , which
yields S3 . In this case �.M1=0/D�.S

3/D0, so in fact E1D1=2k1=0kT Dˆ.1; 0/=2.
But in [25, Section 1], Ohtsuki shows that ˆ.1; 0/D .˛�1/=2, and this completes the
proof.

To summarize, we deduce the following.
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Theorem 2.5 Let K D K.˛; ˇ/ be a two-bridge knot. Suppose p=q is not a strict
boundary slope, and suppose no p0–th root of unity is a root of the Alexander polyno-
mial of K , where p0 D p if p is odd and p0 D p=2 if p is even. Then

�SL.2;C/.Mp=q/D

(
1
2
kp=qkT if p is even,

1
2
kp=qkT � .˛� 1/=4 if p is odd.

Note that Ohtsuki’s formula allows Culler–Shalen seminorms to be computed for any
two-bridge knot by hand on a case-by-case basis. The contributing boundary slopes
and their weights are given for all prime knots up to 8 crossings in the appendix. Then
Theorem 2.5 allows the computation of the SL.2;C/ Casson invariant for all admissible
surgeries on two-bridge knots on a case-by-case basis.

2.5 Double twist knots

We now compute general formulas for the total Culler–Shalen seminorms for the double
twist knots J.`;m/ depicted in Figure 2. Here, J.`;m/ is drawn so that the vertical
strands are twisted positively when ` > 0 and negatively when ` < 0 and so that the
horizontal strands are twisted positively when m > 0 and negatively when m < 0.
For example, J.2;�2/ is the figure–8 knot, J.2; 2/ is the left-handed trefoil, and
J.�2;�2/ is the right-handed trefoil.

Note that J.0;m/ and J.`; 0/ are unknots, and that J.˙1;m/ and J.`;˙1/ are just
.2;p/ torus knots or links. In the general case, by sliding the horizontal crossings up
and to the left, we can view J.`;m/ as the two-bridge knot (or link) with continued
fraction expansion Œ`;�m� that is obtained as the 4-plat closure of the braid �`

2
�m

1
.

Notice that J.`;m/ is a knot whenever at least one of ` and m is even. Otherwise,
if ` and m are both odd, then J.`;m/ is a link with two components.

By manipulating the knot diagram, one can easily show J.`;m/D J.m; `/ and the
J.`;m/ has mirror image given by J.�`;�m/. Noting that for any two-bridge knot
K , the continued fraction expansions of the mirror image xK are precisely the negatives
of the continued fraction expansions of K , we see from the boundary slope formula of
Hatcher and Thurston [20] the boundary slopes of the mirror image xK are the negatives
of the boundary slopes of K and from the weight formula of Ohtsuki [25] the weights
of the corresponding boundary slopes for K and its mirror image xK are identical. We
therefore restrict our attention to knots J.`;˙m/ with ` and m positive. We consider
separately the two cases J.`;�m/ and J.`;m/, where `;m> 0.
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Case I J.`;�m/ for `;m> 0

Using the continued fraction expansion Œ`;m�, we determine the rational number

ˇ

˛
D

1

`C 1
m

:

Setting ˛D `mC1 and ˇDm, we see that the double twist knot J.`;�m/ coincides
with the two-bridge knot K.˛; ˇ/. In the special case `D 1; 2, the knots J.1;�m/

and J.2;�m/ specialize to the .2;mC 1/–torus knots and the m–twist knots, respec-
tively. When both `;m� 2, the continued fraction expansion Œ`;m� corresponds to an
incompressible, @–incompressible surface in the complement of the knot.

`
half twists

m

half twists

Figure 2: The double twist knot J.`;m/

An arbitrary two-bridge knot K D K.˛; ˇ/ is a double twist knot of this form if
˛ D `ˇC 1 for some positive integer `, and its mirror image, which is the two-bridge
knot xK DK.˛;�ˇ/, is a double twist knot of this form if ˛ D `.˛�ˇ/C 1 for some
positive integer `.

To calculate the Culler–Shalen seminorms of J.`;�m/, we first determine all pos-
sible continued fraction expansions Œn1; : : : ; nk � for ˇ=˛ and for .ˇ � ˛/=˛ with
jni j � 2. For ˇ=˛ , because ` < ˛=ˇ < ` C 1, we see that n1 must be either `
or `C 1. If n1 D `, the only possibility is Œ`;m�. Otherwise, if n1 D `C 1, then the
condition that jnj j � 2 implies that the only possibility is the alternating expansion
Œ`C 1;�2; 2; : : : ; .�1/m�12� of length m.

Because �2 < ˛=.ˇ � ˛/ < �1, any continued fraction expansion Œn1; : : : ; nk � for
.ˇ � ˛/=ˇ with jni j � 2 must begin with n1 D �2, and the only possibility is the
alternating expansion Œ�2; 2; : : : ; .�1/`�12; .�1/`.mC 1/� of length `.

Let A denote the continued fraction expansion Œ`;m�, B the continued fraction expan-
sion Œ`C 1;�2; : : : ; .�1/m�12� of length m and C the continued fraction expansion
Œ�2; 2; : : : ; .�1/`.mC 1/� of length `. For `D 1 or mD 1, because the expansion
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A D Œ`;m� has entries with absolute value less than 2, it does not correspond to a
boundary slope.

Recall the Seifert expansion is the unique continued fraction expansion Œn1; : : : ; nk �

with each ni even for i D 1; : : : ; k . Which of A;B or C is the Seifert expansion
depends on the parities of ` and m. Since K is a knot, at most one of ` or m is odd,
and one sees the Seifert expansion is A if both ` and m are even, B if ` is odd and C

if m is odd.

We now use (3) to calculate the boundary slopes for A;B , and C . For the continued
fraction expansions obtained above, each of nC and n� can be computed directly, and
we obtain that nC� n� D 0 for A, nC� n� Dm for B , and nC� n� D�` for C .
The other two terms nC

0
and n�

0
depend on the parities of ` and m and the difference

nC
0
�n�

0
will equal nC�n� for A;B , or C depending on whether ` and m are even,

or ` is odd, or m is odd, respectively. The resulting values of the boundary slopes Nn
for each of A;B and C in each of these three separate cases are summarized in Table 1.

nD Œn1; : : : ; nk � boundary slope Nn
continued fraction `;m even ` odd m odd

AD Œ`;m� 0 �2m 2`

B D Œ`C 1;�2; : : : ; .�1/m�12� 2m 0 2.`Cm/

C D Œ�2; 2; : : : ; .�1/`.mC 1/� �2` �2.`Cm/ 0

Table 1: The boundary slopes for J.`;�m/

In order to deduce the Culler–Shalen seminorms, we also need to compute the weights
of n D Œn1 : : : ; nk �. These are given by 1

2

Q
j .jnj j � 1/ for all slopes other than the

0-slope, which has weight 1
2

Q
j .jnj j � 1/� 1=2. The values

Q
j .jnj j � 1/ are easily

determined and are independent of the parities of ` and m; the results are summarized
in Table 2.

nD Œn1; : : : ; nk �
Q

j .jnj j � 1/

AD Œ`;m� .`� 1/.m� 1/

B D Œ`C 1;�2; : : : ; .�1/m�12� `

C D Œ�2; 2; : : : ; .�1/`.mC 1/� m

Table 2: Computing the weights for J.`;�m/
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The next theorem summarizes this discussion and presents a computation of seminorms
for J .̀ ;�m/.

Theorem 2.6 If K D J.`;�m/ with `;m� 1 is a double twist knot, then the Culler–
Shalen seminorm of p=q is given by

2kp=qkT D

8̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂<̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂̂̂
:̂

.`m� `�m/jpjC `jp� 2mqj

CmjpC 2`qj
if `;m are even,

.`� 1/.m� 1/jpC 2mqjC .`� 1/jpj

CmjpC 2.`Cm/qj
if ` is odd,

.`� 1/.m� 1/jp� 2`qj

C `jp� 2.`Cm/qjC .m� 1/jpj
if m is odd.

Note that in case `D 1 or mD 1, J.`;�m/ is a torus knot and k � kT is not a norm.
In this case, A does not correspond to a boundary slope, but the corresponding weight
is .`� 1/.m� 1/D 0 and so the formula in Theorem 2.6 remains valid. Otherwise, if
`;m� 2, then k � kT is a norm.

Case II J.`;m/ for `;m> 0

Note that J.1;m/D J.m; 1/ is the .2;m� 1/–torus knot, which is already covered
in Case I as the mirror image of J.1; 2�m/. Thus, we may assume throughout that
`;m� 2. Further, since J.`;m/D J.m; `/, we can assume `�m.

Using the continued fraction expansion Œ`;�m�, we determine the rational number

ˇ

˛
D

1

`� 1
m

:

Setting ˛D`m�1 and ˇDm, we see that the double twist knot J.`;m/ coincides with
the two-bridge knot K.˛; ˇ/. Since both `;m� 2, the continued fraction expansion
Œ`;�m� corresponds to an incompressible, @–incompressible surface in the complement
of the knot.

An arbitrary two-bridge knot K D K.˛; ˇ/ is a double twist knot of this form if
˛ D `ˇ� 1 for some positive integer `. Its mirror image xK is a double twist knot of
this form if ˛ D `.˛�ˇ/� 1 for some positive integer `.

To calculate the Culler–Shalen seminorms of J.`;m/, we must determine all possible
continued fraction expansions Œn1; : : : ; nk � for ˇ=˛ and for .ˇ�˛/=˛ with jni j � 2.
For ˇ=˛ , because ` � 1 < ˛=ˇ < `, we see that n1 must be either ` or ` � 1. If
n1D `, the only possibility is Œ`;�m�. Otherwise, if n1D `�1, then the condition that
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jnj j � 2 implies that the only possibility is the expansion Œ`� 1; 2;�2; : : : ; .�1/m2�

of length m, which is alternating beginning with the second term.

Because �2 < ˛=.ˇ � ˛/ < �1, any continued fraction expansion Œn1; : : : ; nk � for
.ˇ�˛/=ˇ with jni j � 2 must begin with n1 D�2. Here there are two possibilities:
the expansion Œ�2; 2; : : : ; .�1/`�12; .�1/`�1.m�1/� of length `, which is alternating
except for the last term, and the alternating expansion

Œ�2; 2; : : : ; .�1/`2; .�1/`�13; .�1/`2; : : : ; .�1/`Cm�12�

of length `Cm� 3, where .�1/`�13 is the .`� 1/–st term.

Let A denote the continued fraction expansion Œ`;�m�, B the continued fraction
expansion Œ`� 1; 2; : : : ; .�1/m2� of length m, C the continued fraction expansion
Œ�2; 2; : : : ; .�1/`�12; .�1/`�1.m � 1/� of length ` and D the continued fraction
expansion

Œ�2; 2; : : : ; .�1/`2; .�1/`�13; .�1/`2; : : : ; .�1/`Cm�12�

of length `Cm� 3.

For `D 2, because the expansion BD Œ`�1; 2; : : : ; .�1/m2� has an entry with absolute
value less than 2, it does not correspond to a boundary slope. Likewise, for mD 2,
C D Œ�2; : : : ; .�1/`�1.m� 1/� has an entry with absolute value less than 2 and does
not correspond to a boundary slope.

As before, which of A;B , or C is the Seifert expansion depends on the parities of `
and m. (Note D is never the Seifert expansion.) Indeed, just as in the previous case,
the Seifert expansion is A if both ` and m are even, B if ` is odd, and C if m is odd.

We now use (3) to calculate the boundary slopes for A;B , C and D . We see that
this gives nC� n� D 2 for A, nC� n� D 2�m for B , nC� n� D 2� ` for C and
nC�n� D 3� `�m for D . The resulting values of the boundary slopes Nn for each
of A;B;C and D for the three separate cases are summarized in Table 3.

The weights of nD Œn1 : : : ; nk � for the Culler–Shalen seminorms are computed as in
Case 1. The values

Q
j .jnj j � 1/ are once again easily determined and independent of

the parities of ` and m; the results are summarized in Table 4.

The next theorem summarizes this discussion and presents a computation of seminorms
for J.`;m/.
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nD Œn1; : : : ; nk � boundary slope Nn
continued fraction `;m even ` odd m odd

AD Œ`;�m� 0 2m 2`

B D Œ`� 1; 2; : : : ; .�1/m2� �2m 0 2.`�m/

C D Œ�2; 2; : : : ; .�1/`�1.m� 1/� �2` 2.m� `/ 0

DD Œ�2;2; : : : ; .�1/`�13; : : : ;.�1/`Cm�12� 2.1� `�m/ 2.1� `/ 2.1�m/

Table 3: The boundary slopes for J.`;m/

nD Œn1; : : : ; nk �
Q

j .jnj j � 1/

AD Œ`;�m� .`� 1/.m� 1/

B D Œ`� 1; 2;�2; : : : ; .�1/m2� `� 2

C D Œ�2; 2; : : : ; .�1/`�1.m� 1/� m� 2

D D Œ�2; 2; : : : ; .�1/`�13; : : : ; .�1/`Cm�12� 2

Table 4: Computing the weights for J.`;m/

Theorem 2.7 If K D J.`;m/ with `;m� 2 is a double twist knot, then the Culler–
Shalen seminorm of p=q is given by

2kp=qkT D

8̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂<̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂̂̂
:̂

.`m� `�m/jpjC .`� 2/jpC 2mqj

C .m� 2/jpC 2`qjC 2jpC 2.`Cm� 1/qj
if `;m are even,

.`� 1/.m� 1/jp� 2mqjC .`� 3/jpj

C .m� 2/jpC 2.`�m/qjC 2jpC 2.`� 1/qj
if ` is odd,

.`� 1/.m� 1/jp� 2`qjC .`� 2/jpC 2.m� `/qj

C .m� 3/jpjC 2jpC 2.m� 1/qj
if m is odd.

Note that k �kT is a norm unless `D 2Dm. In the case `D 2, B does not correspond
to a boundary slope, but since the corresponding weight is `� 2, which evaluates to
zero, the formula in Theorem 2.7 remains valid. Similarly, in the case mD 2, C does
not correspond to a boundary slope, but since the corresponding weight is m�2, which
evaluates to zero, the formula remains valid.

Finally, since J.2;m/D J.�2;m�1/ and J.`; 2/D J.`�1;�2/, we see these knots
(or their mirror images) are also covered in Case I.
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These computations may be combined with Theorem 2.5 to compute �SL.2;C/.Mp=q/

for manifolds which result from admissible surgeries on double twist knots.

Corollary 2.8 Let J D J.`;˙m/ be a double twist knot, where ` and m are positive.
Suppose p=q is not a strict boundary slope, and suppose no p0–th root of unity is a
root of the Alexander polynomial of K , where p0 D p if p is odd and p0 D p=2 if p

is even. Then

�SL.2;C/.Mp=q/D

(
1
2
kp=qkT if p is even,

1
2
kp=qkT � 1=4.`m� 1� 1/ if p is odd.

Here kp=qkT is given by Theorem 2.6 for J.`;�m/ and by Theorem 2.7 for J.`;m/.

2.6 A nontriviality result

In this subsection, we prove the SL.2;C/ Casson invariant is nontrivial for nearly
all p=q surgeries on a two-bridge knot. Our proof makes essential use of the classifi-
cations of exceptional surgeries on two-bridge knots given by Brittenham and Wu [9].

This raises the question of whether, and under what circumstances, the SL.2;C/
Casson invariant �SL.2;C/.†/ will vanish for a given 3–manifold †. This will occur
for instance whenever X �.†/ has no zero-dimensional components. For example,
if �1.†/ is cyclic, then X �.†/ D ¿ and so �SL.2;C/.†/ D 0 follows immediately.
This shows that any cyclic surgery on a knot K necessarily has trivial SL.2;C/ Casson
invariant. However, [8, Theorem 18.2] shows that hyperbolic two-bridge knots do not
admit finite surgeries. In particular, they do not admit any cyclic surgeries, so one
cannot produce examples of this type under Dehn surgery on a two-bridge knot.

Using the operation of spliced sum, one can construct homology 3–spheres † whose
character varieties X �.†/ are nonempty but do not contain any zero-dimensional
components (see [3] for more details). These examples have �SL.2;C/.†/ D 0 and
include 3–manifolds obtained by .�1/ Dehn surgery on the untwisted Whitehead
double of a knot K in S3 . It is an interesting question whether one can find a knot
for which many (or most) Dehn surgeries have �SL.2;C/.†/D 0. In what follows, we
show that such examples are not to be found among two-bridge knots.

Suppose now K is a two-bridge knot, and let M D S3X�.K/ denote its complement
and Mp=q the closed 3–manifold obtained by .p=q/–Dehn surgery on K .

We define a subset EK � Z of the set of exceptional slopes for K as follows. For
K¤ J.`;˙m/, set EK D¿. For KD J.`;˙m/ with `;m> 2, set EK D f0g if `;m
are both even and set EK Df2mg if ` is odd and m is even. For `> 2 and KDJ.`; 2/,
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set EK D f�4g. For K D J.`;�2/, set EK D f4g. Finally, for the figure eight knot
K D J.2;�2/, set EK D f4;�4g. Note that EK has at most two slopes, and apart
from the figure eight knot, jEK j � 1.

Theorem 2.9 Suppose K is a hyperbolic two-bridge knot in S3 . If p=q ¤ 1=0 with
p=q 62 EK , then �SL.2;C/.Mp=q/ > 0.

Proof We recall the classification of exceptional surgeries on two-bridge knots given
in [9, Theorem 1.1] and we note that as a consequence of Thurston’s orbifold theorem
given by Boileau, Leeb and Porti in [5], every nonexceptional surgery is actually
hyperbolic. We note further that, in the case of a hyperbolic surgery, positivity of the
SL.2;C/ Casson invariant follows directly from [18, Proposition 3.2], though one can
say more (see Remark 2.10).

Using [9, Theorem 1.1], we see that apart from the double twist knots considered
previously, any other hyperbolic two-bridge knot admits only hyperbolic surgeries. The
double twist knots J.`;˙m/ split into three possible cases, as follows.

Case I J.`;˙m/; `;m> 2

In this case, there is exactly one exceptional surgery  . If ` and m are both even, then
 D 0 and is a strict boundary slope (unless J.`;˙m/ is fibered). Otherwise, if ` is
odd and m is even, then  D 2m and is a strict boundary slope. Note that Theorem 1.5
does not apply in either case.

Case II J.`;˙2/; ` even

In this case, there are five exceptional surgeries: 0;�1;�2;�3;�4. Consider first
J.`;�2/. For each  2 f0; 1; 2; 3g the surgery formula applies, and Theorems 2.6
and 2.5 show that �SL.2;C/.M / > 0. The remaining slope  D 4 is a strict boundary
slope, so Theorem 1.5 does not apply in this case.

The case of J.`; 2/ is very similar; for each  2 f0;�1;�2;�3g the surgery formula
applies, and Theorems 2.7 and 2.5 show that �SL.2;C/.M / > 0. The remaining slope
 D�4 is a strict boundary slope, so Theorem 1.5 does not apply in this case.

Case III J.2;�2/

This is the figure eight knot, which has nine exceptional surgeries: �4;�3;�2,
�1; 0; 1; 2; 3; 4. For each  2 f0;˙1;˙2;˙3g, the surgery formula applies, and
Theorems 2.6 and 2.5 show that �SL.2;C/.M / > 0. The remaining two slopes f˙4g

are both strict boundary slopes and Theorem 1.5 does not apply.
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Remark 2.10 In the case of a hyperbolic surgery, we can use Mostow rigidity to
see that the character �% of any representation lifting the discrete faithful PSL.2;C/
representation coming from the hyperbolic structure is an isolated smooth point of
the character variety. Then [2, Theorem 2.1] applies to show �% has intersection
multiplicity 1 and contributes 1 to the SL.2;C/ Casson invariant. As a consequence,
we see that, in terms of the surgery formula (Theorem 1.5), the component Xi of X.M /

containing �% must have weight mi D 1.

This has the following consequence: if p=q is a hyperbolic Dehn surgery on a hyper-
bolic knot K , any one-dimensional component Xi of X.M / with weight mi¤1 cannot
contain the character of a discrete faithful representation %W �1.Mp=q/! SL.2;C/
lifting the hyperbolic representation %0W �1.Mp=q/! PSL.2;C/.

3 The A–polynomial and the yA–polynomial

In this section, we recall the definitions of the A–polynomial and yA–polynomial, and
we establish results on their M –degree and L–degree for two-bridge knots. We use
this to identify certain two-bridge knots K for which the AK .M;L/¤ yAK .M;L/,
and we illustrate how to use the Culler–Shalen seminorm data to determine yAK .M;L/

in the specific cases of the knots 74 and 811 . We end the section by examining the
relationship between the SL.2;C/ knot invariant �0SL.2;C/.K/ and the M –degree
of yAK .M;L/.

3.1 Degrees of the yA–polynomial

We begin by recalling the definition of the A–polynomial AK .M;L/ from [12] (see
also Cooper and Long [13; 14]). Given a knot K in S3 , let M D S3X�.K/ be
its complement and choose a standard meridian-longitude pair .M;L/ for �1.@M /.
Setting

ƒD f%W �1.@M / �! SL.2;C/ j %.M/ and %.L/ are diagonal matricesg;

notice the eigenvalue map ƒ�!C��C� , which is defined by % 7! .u; v/2C��C� ,
where

%.M/D

�
u 0

0 u�1

�
; %.L/D

�
v 0

0 v�1

�
;

identifies ƒ with C� � C� and that the natural projection pW ƒ �! X.@M / is a
degree 2, surjective, regular map.

The natural inclusion �1.@M / �! �1.M / induces a map r W X.M / �! X.@M /,
which is regular. We define V �X.@M / to be the Zariski closure of the union of the
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image r.Xi/ over each component Xi �X.M / for which r.Xi/ is one-dimensional,
and we set D�C2 to be the Zariski closure of the algebraic curve p�1.V /�ƒ, where
we identify ƒ and C� �C� via the eigenvalue map. The A–polynomial AK .M;L/

is just the defining polynomial of the plane curve D � C2 ; it is well-defined up to
sign by requiring it to have integer coefficients with greatest common divisor one. By
convention, we remove the factor L� 1 associated to the reducible representations in
AK .M;L/ and also delete any repeated factors.

In [8], Boyer and Zhang define an A–polynomial AXi
.M;L/ for each one-dimensional

component Xi of X.M / that is a norm curve (see Definition 1.2). Their approach
takes into account repeated factors by using the degree of the restriction r jXi

as the
multiplicity. Although the definition of AXi

.M;L/ in [8] assumes Xi is a norm curve,
the approach works for any one-dimensional component Xi of X.M / such that r.Xi/

is one-dimensional; see Boyer [6]. Taking the product

yAK .M;L/DAX1
.M;L/ � � �AXn

.M;L/

over all one-dimensional components Xi of X.M / such that r.Xi/ is one-dimensional,
we obtain an alternative version of the A–polynomial that includes factors with multi-
plicities. For small knots, it is not difficult to check that AK .M;L/ and yAK .M;L/

have the same factors, only that yAK .M;L/ may include some repeated factors.

For each such curve Xi , the Culler–Shalen seminorm and the polynomial AXi
.M;L/

are intimately related. In fact the Culler–Shalen seminorm k � ki is precisely the width
function norm determined by the Newton polygon of AXi

.M;L/ by [8, Proposition 8.8].
(Here note that the total Culler–Shalen seminorm defined in this paper is half that of [8].)
In particular, for a curve Xi component of X.M /, the A–polynomial AXi

.M;L/ has
L–degree given by k1=0ki and M –degree given by k0=1ki ; see [8, Proposition 6.6]).
Since yAK .M;L/ is a product over components Xi in X.M /, we see that for two-
bridge knots the L– and M –degrees of yAK .M;L/ are given by the total Culler–Shalen
seminorm as k1=0kT and k0=1kT , respectively. (This last step makes use of the result
in Proposition 2.2 saying that the weights mi are all equal one.)

Using the proof of Proposition 2.4, we deduce the L–degree of yAK .M;L/ for two-
bridge knots.

Corollary 3.1 If KDK.˛; ˇ/ is a two-bridge knot, then the L–degree of yAK .M;L/

is given by .˛� 1/=2.

In Nagasato [24], this formula is given with .˛�1/=2 appearing as an upper bound for
the L–degree of AK .M;L/, and we note that one obtains a more precise statement
by taking into account repeated factors, ie by replacing AK .M;L/ with yAK .M;L/.
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This begs the question, given any small knot K , to what extent do the two A–
polynomials AK .M;L/ and yAK .M;L/ coincide? Note that AK .M;L/ is the poly-
nomial that appears in the knot tables in Cha and Livingston [11], and for small knots,
one can recover AK .M;L/ from yAK .M;L/ by factoring and removing repeated
factors.

Using the calculations of Section 2.5, we determine the M –degree of yAK .M;L/ for
double twist knots. These results can be used to identify knots for which the character
variety of the boundary torus contains curves which are multiply covered under the
map X �.M / �!X.@M /. In many cases, it can also be used to determine the degree
of this covering on the various components. We illustrate this below in Section 3.2 and
in the Appendix with specific examples; here we begin with the example of a torus
knot.

Let K be a .p; q/–torus knot different from the trefoil and set M D S3X�.K/. We
outline the argument that AK .M;L/¤ yAK .M;L/, and a more detailed explanation
can be found in Boden and Petersen [4]. Arguing as in [12, Proposition 2.7], one can
show that

AK .M;L/D

(
1CLM 2q if p D 2 and q > 2 is odd,

.1CLM pq/.1�LM pq/ otherwise.

In [4], we enumerate the algebraic components of X.M / and prove they all have
multiplicity equal to one. As a consequence, it follows that

yAK .M;L/D

8̂̂̂̂
<̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂:
.1CLM pq/.p�1/.q�1/=4

� .1�LM pq/.p�1/.q�1/=4
if p and q are odd,

.1CLM pq/p.q�1/=4

� .1�LM pq/.p�2/.q�1/=4
if p is even and q is odd.

In particular, it follows that AK .M;L/¤ yAK .M;L/ unless K is the trefoil.

Corollary 3.2 Consider the double twist knots J.`;˙m/, where `;m are positive
integers.

Case I For K D J.`;�m/, the M –degree of yAK .M;L/ is given by

k0=1kT D

8̂<̂
:

2`m if ` and m are even,

m.`mC 1/ if ` is odd,

`.`mC 1/ if m is odd.
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Case II For K D J.`;m/ with 2�m� `, the M –degree of yAK .M;L/ is given by

k0=1kT D

8̂<̂
:

2`m� 2 if ` and m are even,

m2.`� 1/� .m� 1/.m� 2/ if ` is odd,

m.`� 1/2� .`�m/C 2.m� 1/ if m is odd.

Proof This follows immediately by applying Theorems 2.6 and 2.7 to compute k0=1kT
in both cases.

3.2 The knots 74 and 811

In this subsection, we investigate the yA–polynomials for the two knots 74 and 811 .
We first consider the 74 knot K , which can be realized as the two-bridge knot
KDK.15; 11/ and as the double twist knot KD J.4; 4/. According to (independent)
computations of Hoste and Culler listed in [11], the mirror image of this knot has
A–polynomial given by

AK .M;L/DL5M 22
� 3L4M 22

C 3L3M 22
�L2M 22

C 7L4M 20
� 10L3M 20

C 3L2M 20
C 4L4M 18

C 3L3M 18
� 3L2M 18

� 6L4M 16

C 21L3M 16
� 2L2M 16

CL4M 14
� 3L3M 14

C 10L2M 14

CLM 14
C 3L4M 12

� 17L3M 12
C 6L2M 12

� 2LM 12
� 2L4M 10

C 6L3M 10
� 17L2M 10

C 3LM 10
CL4M 8

C 10L3M 8
� 3L2M 8

CLM 8
� 2L3M 6

C 21L2M 6
� 6LM 6

� 3L3M 4
C 3L2M 4

C 4LM 4
C 3L3M 2

� 10L2M 2
C 7LM 2

�L3
C 3L2

� 3LC 1:

Corollary 3.2 implies that yAK .M;L/ has M –degree 30 and L–degree 7, and using
Sage [29], one can easily factor AK .M;L/ as a product of two irreducible polynomials

AK .M;L/D .L2M 8
�LM 8

CLM 6
C 2LM 4

CLM 2
�LC 1/ � .L3M 14

� 2L2M 14
CLM 14

C 6L2M 12
� 2LM 12

C 2L2M 10
C 3LM 10

� 7L2M 8
C 2LM 8

C 2L2M 6
� 7LM 6

C 3L2M 4
C 2LM 4

� 2L2M 2
C 6LM 2

CL2
� 2LC 1/:

From this we conclude that yAK .M;L/ has the same irreducible factors as AK .M;L/

but the first factor is repeated with multiplicity two.

Note the correspondence between the Culler–Shalen seminorm and the yA–polynomial
applies to each component. This gives us new insight into the Culler–Shalen norm in
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this instance. For if we examine the yA–polynomials of each factor, we see that the
boundary slopes contributing to the first factor are 0 and 8 and the boundary slopes
contributing to the second are 0 and 14. Thus we can decompose Ohtsuki’s formula
for the total norm into its component norms: the first with slopes 0 and �8, each with
weight 2; and the second with slopes 0 and �14, with weights 2 and 1, respectively. In
fact we are able to determine which incompressible surfaces contribute to each factor:
the Seifert surface contributes to both factors, the two surfaces with slope �8 contribute
to the first factor, and the surface with slope �14 contributes to the second factor.

We perform a similar analysis for the knot 811 , which is the two-bridge knot K.27; 10/.
Referring to the appendix below, we find there are six incompressible surfaces with
slopes 0; 0;�4; 6; 6; 12 and weights 1; 1; 3; 1; 4; 3, respectively. The total Culler–
Shalen norm is given by

kp=qkT D 2jpjC 3jpC 4qjC 5jp� 6qjC 3jp� 12qj;

and yAK .M;L/ has M –degree 78 and L–degree 13.

According to the computations of Hoste and Culler listed in [11], AK .M;L/ has
M –degree 66 and L–degree 11:

AK .M;L/DM 66.L5
� 2L4

CL3/CM 64.�11L5
C 21L4

� 10L3/C � � �

CM 12.�L11
C 11L10

C 79L9
� 154L8

C 202L7
� 58L6

� 185L5

C 3L4/C � � � �M 2.10L8
� 21L7

C 11L6/CL8
� 2L7

CL6:

Factoring AK .M;L/ using Sage [29], we find that AK .M;L/D .M 6CL/�F.M;L/,
where

F.M;L/DM 60.L5
� 2L4

CL3/CM 58.�11L5
C 21L4

� 10L3/C � � �

CM 12.�L10
C 11L9

C 79L8
� 174L7

C 269L6
� 198L5

� 97L4

CL3/C � � �CM 2.�10L7
C 21L6

� 11L5/CL7
� 2L6

CL5

is the irreducible polynomial corresponding to the canonical component.

Note that F.M;L/ has M –degree 60 and L–degree 10, thus

yAK .M;L/D .M 6
CL/3F.M;L/:

It follows that the character variety consists of the canonical curve, one (or more)
seminorm curves corresponding to the boundary slope 6, plus the component of abelians.
This allows us to again split the total Culler–Shalen norm into its constituent norm and
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seminorm pieces:

kp=qk1 D 2jpjC 3jpC 4qjC 2jp� 6qjC 3jp� 12qj;

kp=qk2 D 3jp� 6qj:

Note in this instance there are two incompressible surfaces with boundary slope 6,
one of weight 4 and one of weight 1. It seems likely the surface with slope 6 and
weight 4 contributes with weight 2 to each factor, and that the surface with slope 6
and weight 1 contributes to the seminorm factor only. However, we cannot make this
conclusion using degree considerations alone. We are also unable to decide whether the
multiplicity 3 factor .LCM 6/3 of yAK .M;L/ comes from a single curve Xj �X.M /

in the character variety which is mapped with degree three into X.@NK /, or instead
if there are two or three curves in X.M / with the same image under restriction
r W X.M /!X.@M /.

Comparing calculations of the Culler–Shalen seminorms with known results on the A–
polynomials (see [11] and Hoste and Shanahan [21]), we can sometimes determine the
yA–polynomial for other 2–bridge knots. While these techniques are reliably successful

at identifying knots K with AK .M;L/ ¤ yAK .M;L/, it is not always possible to
determine yAK .M;L/. This approach works best for knots whose character variety
has only a few irreducible components, whereas the results of Ohtsuki, Riley and
Sakuma [26] show that there exist two-bridge knots whose character varieties contain
arbitrarily many components. In those cases, degree considerations alone are not
sufficient for determining the multiplicities of yAK .M;L/.

3.3 Relation to the SL.2 ; C/ knot invariant

In this subsection, we examine the relationship between the knot invariant �0SL.2;C/.K/

defined in (1) and the M –degree of the yA–polynomial. For any one-dimensional
component Xi of X.M / whose image r.Xi/ is also one-dimensional, then we have
degM AXi

.M;L/Dk0=1ki , as implied by [8, Proposition 6.6]. Since yAK .M;L/ is the
product of yAXi

.M;L/ over all such Xi , it follows that degM
yAK .M;L/D

P
ik0=1ki .

On the other hand, for K a small knot, Theorem 1.5 shows that there are positive
integral weights mi such that

�0SL.2;C/.K/D
1

2

X
i

mik0=1ki :

Thus, for any small knot, we have �0SL.2;C/.K/> 0 if and only if degM
yAK .M;L/> 0.

The next result shows �0SL.2;C/.K/ > 0 for all small knots. This was proved for
hyperbolic knots in [18] and for torus knots in [2].
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Theorem 3.3 Suppose K is a nontrivial small knot in S3 . Then its SL.2;C/ Casson
knot invariant satisfies �0SL.2;C/.K/ > 0.

Proof Every knot is either a torus knot, a hyperbolic knot, or a satellite knot. As
satellite knots are not small, the hypothesis implies K is either a torus knot or hyperbolic.
Suppose first that K is a .p; q/ torus knot. Since we have �0SL.2;C/.

xK/D �0SL.2;C/.K/,
we can assume that p; q> 0 here. We see that �0SL.2;C/.K/D .pq.p�1/.q�1//=4> 0

by [2, Corollary 5.10 (i)].

Now suppose that K is a hyperbolic knot. We have that the discrete faithful representa-
tion y%W �1.M /�! PSL.2;C/ lifts to an SL.2;C/ representation, and any component
of X.M / containing a lift is one-dimensional and is a norm curve (see Definition 1.2).

By the surgery theorem, for each one-dimensional component Xi of X.M / such that
r.Xi/ is one-dimensional, we have positive integral weights mi , and the SL.2;C/
Casson knot invariant �0SL.2;C/.K/ is equal to 1

2
k0=1kT D

1
2

P
i mikLki . When K

is a small hyperbolic knot, any norm curve Xi will have k0=1ki > 0, and since each
mi � 1, this implies that �0SL.2;C/.K/ > 0.

It follows that degM
yAK .M;L/ > 0 for all nontrivial small knots. Note that in the

special case of a two-bridge knot K , Proposition 2.2 gives the more precise statement

�0SL.2;C/.K/D
1

2
degM

yAK .M;L/:

In general, one can prove that degM AK .M;L/ > 0 for any nontrivial knot K in S3

(see Boden [1]), but we do not know whether the same is true for the yA–polynomial.
This leads to the question: Is degM

yAK .M;L/ > 0 for every nontrivial knot K?

It is interesting to compare the SU.2/ and SL.2;C/ Casson knot invariants here. In
contrast to the SL.2;C/ knot invariant, the SU.2/ knot invariant �0SU.2/.K/ vanishes
for many knots, including a number of two-bridge knots. As the surgery formula
of 1.5 only applies to small knots, it is not immediately evident how to define the
SL.2;C/ knot invariant �0SL.2;C/.K/ in general, and an interesting problem is to extend
�0SL.2;C/.K/ to all knots and to determine whether it is nontrivial for all knots. This is
quite likely related to the above question about nontriviality of degM

yAK .M;L/, and
we hope to address these questions in future research.

Appendix A Two-bridge knots up to 8-crossings

In Table 5 below, we collect all the information needed to determine the SL.2;C/
Casson invariant for Dehn surgeries on knots with up to 8 crossings. Listed are the
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boundary slopes and Culler–Shalen weights. (Note boundary slopes corresponding
to more than one incompressible surface are listed multiply, with weights for each
surface given.) Also listed are degM and degL of AK .M;L/, and for knots with
AK .M;L/ ¤ yAK .M;L/, we also list degM and degL of yAK .M;L/. Knots with
AK .M;L/¤ yAK .M;L/ are indicated by K? .

K degM degL slope weight K degM degL slope weight
31 AK 6 1 0 0 7?4 AK 22 5 0 4

6 1 yAK 38 7 �8 1
41 AK 8 2 0 0 �8 1

�4 1 �14 1
4 1 75 AK 68 8 0 1

5?1 AK 10 1 0 0 4 1
yAK 20 2 10 2 6 2

52 AK 14 3 0 1 10 1
4 1 14 3

10 1 76 AK 54 9 0 0
61 AK 16 4 0 1 0 1

�4 2 4 1
8 1 �4 2

62 AK 30 5 0 0 6 2
2 1 10 3
�4 1 7?

7
AK 38 7 0 0

8 3 yAK 48 10 0 1
63 AK 28 6 0 0 0 1

2 1 �4 1
�2 1 �4 1

6 2 6 4
�6 2 �8 2

7?
1

AK 14 1 0 0 81 AK 24 6 0 2
yAK 42 3 14 3 �4 3

72 AK 22 5 0 2 12 1
4 2 82 AK 76 8 0 0

14 1 �4 1
73 AK 52 6 0 1 6 2

�8 3 12 5
�14 2 83 AK 32 8 0 4

8 2
-8 2
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K degM degL slope weight K degM degL slope weight
84 AK 58 9 0 1 8?11 AK 66 11 0 1

�2 1 yAK 78 13 0 1
8 6 �4 3
�8 1 6 1

86 AK 62 11 0 1 6 4
2 3 12 3
�4 2 812 AK 72 14 0 0

6 2 0 2
12 3 4 1

87 AK 70 11 0 0 4 2
�2 3 �4 1

6 2 �4 2
�6 2 8 3
�10 4 �8 3

88 AK 60 12 0 0 813 AK 72 14 0 1
2 3 0 1
�4 1 �2 1

6 4 �4 2
�6 1 6 6
�10 2 �6 1

89 AK 60 12 0 0 �10 2
2 3 814 AK 86 15 0 1
�2 3 0 2

4 4 4 1
�4 4 4 2

�4 3
6 1
8 1

12 4

Table 5: Boundary slopes and weights for two-bridge knots with up to 8 crossings
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